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Being
comprised of
five elements,
it can serve
as a bench,
a shelf, a sofa
or a combination
of these units
at the same time.
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or a bespoke combination of these
units at the same time. Built on tubular
structure, Agora can be as long as you
need it to be. It can take right turns
and work back to back.
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With original meaning of its name
in mind, Agora is designed to foster
collaborative behaviours. Being
comprised of five elements, it can
serve as a bench, a shelf, a sofa

Designers
Form Us With Love, is the international design studio
founded in 2005. Since its conception, the studio has
burned with a passion for design and its democratic
potential. Its belief is that we all have a right to
meaningful design.
At the studio’s core lies a process that blends traditional
creative practices with a lean, strategic application. The
central intention is to evolve with the needs of each
project, its place in the market and the ever-changing
needs of real people.
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Today, the work of Form Us With Love falls into three
areas: Consultancy—an engagement in products, ranges,
collaborations and spaces for clients around the world,
Ventures—disciplined and holistic approaches to launch
and build brands, Civic—based on knowledge transfers
and sharing of experiences, actively contributing to the
broader spectra of design.
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Add table top for increased
functionality or three-tiered shelving
unit when extra storage is needed.
Combine these square-shaped units
to create any sitting area suited to the
character and size of space arranged –
from partitioned meeting point through
chill-out zone to a place to welcome
visitors.
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Allowing for multiple configurations,
Agora embodies flexibility. As it is
built on gridded structure, it can be
arranged as straight 2-seater as well
as corner sofa system accommodating
as many people as you need. With two
seat types made from highly durable
foam, Agora can be tailored to your
comfort. Choose either cushion seat
or option with comfy backrest following
a minimal aesthetic in a spectrum
of colours – from vibrant to muted.

609mm | 25"
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652mm | 25 5/8"

609mm | 25"

609mm | 25"
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Technical specifications
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Frame AR1K + AR02 + AR01 +
AR1S x 3 + AR04 + AR03
Elements for frame units
2 x ES03 + ES04 + 4 x ES01 +
5 x ES02
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3016 / 3045 / 913
122 7/8'' / 125'' / 36''
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Frame AR1K + AR02 + AR01 +
AR1S x 3 + AR04 + AR03
Elements for frame units
3 x ES03 + ES04 + 5 x ES02 +
3 x ES01
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3016 / 3045 / 913
122 7/8'' / 125'' / 36''
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Agora Colours

Images in the catalogue may show products slightly differently from
the original version. Colours of shown materials may differ from the real
ones. The producer reserves a right to introduce chance of colours
and patterns of the presented products. The manufacturer reserves
the right to introduce alterations to the products and their marking
without changing the general design. The present catalogue does not
constitute a legally binding offer and is published solely for information
purposes. Order may be placed only on the basis of the current price
lists, available at authorised distributors.
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